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ABSTRACT

The Robotics Development Group at the Savannah River Technology
Center has developed and implemented a scheme to perform automatic
cutting of metallic contaminated waste. The scheme employs a plasma arc
cutter in conjunction with a laser ranging sensor attached to a robotic
manipulator called the Telerobot. A software algorithm using proportional
control is then used to perturb the robot's trajectory in such a way as to
regulate the plasma arc standoff and the robot's speed in order to achieve ,
automatic plasma arc cuts. The scheme has been successfully tested on
simulated waste materials and the results have been very favorable.

The Telerobot is a unique eight-degree-of-freedom gantry robot used
to develop remote size-reduction and material handling operations on
simulated mixed waste and transuranic (TRU) waste at the Savannah River
Site. A similar robot is planned to be installed in the High Activity TRU
Facility (HATF) scheduled for start-up in the year 2002. Some of the
telerobotic operations required in the HATF will include cutting and
size-reducing of contaminated metallic objects. The Telerobot, through
an automatic tool change system, is capable of manipulating several tools,
one of which is a plasma torch cutter. The major drawback with remotely
operating a plasma torch cutter is the inability of the operator to
accurately control the standoff distance. The standoff is the distance
from the plasma torch tip to the surface of the material to be cut. It is
typically about lOmm (3/8") and must be controlled in order to maintain
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the arc. The travel speed of the robot must be changed as the metal
thickness changes to insure a complete cut through the material.
Experience with plasma cutting has shown that the plasma arc current
varies with the thickness of the metal.

A technique has been devised and implemented to perform automatic
cutting of metallic contaminated waste. This technique employs a laser
ranging sensor to monitor the crucial standoff distance and a current
sensor to monitor the arc current. The laser sensor is extremely accurate,
and its beam is impervious to the electromagnetic noise, ambient light
and electrical sparks generated by the plasma cutting process. The
plasma torch along with the laser sensor are attached to the Telerobot
manipulator by an automatic tool changer. The current sensor is tied in
with the plasma torch controller and outputs a voltage proportional to the
plasma arc current. A software algorithm using proportional control is
then invoked to perform the standoff control. The algorithm also adapts
the robot's travel speed as the arc amperage varies due to material
thickness changes. Finally, the algorithm transmits motion commands via
a serial port to the robot controller and this in turn perturbs the robot
trajectory and speed.

Experim6nts using this scheme have been conducted on materials of
shapes and thicknesses. Prior to performing a plasma cut, the operator can
either define starting and ending points for the cut through a 3-D
graphical simulation of the environment or manually move the robot to the
starting point. The software algorithm is then invoked and plasma cutting
proceeds in a straight line between the two points with the trajectory
automatically modified to maintain the selectea standoff. Using this
scheme, several plasma cuts were performed on stainless steel boxes
with varying thicknesses from 6.5mm (1/4") to 75mm (3"). The cuts
performed were clean and straight, due to the automatic nature of the
scheme. Also, by removing the operator from the control loop, the time
efficiency of the plasma cuts has been drastically improved. Thus this
scheme offers a robust, safe, and automatic method for remote
size-reduction of contaminated metallic waste.

BACKGROUND

The Savannah River Site (SRS) is an isotope production facility operated
by the Westinghouse Savannah River Company (WSRC) for the United
States Department of Energy (DOE). It was established in the early 1950s
to produce nuclear materials for defense and space applications. The 777
km2 (300 mi2) complex is located in South Carolina and is composed of



many separate plant operations, including fuel and target fabrication,
nuclear reactors, chemical separations, and numerous waste handling
facilities.

The end of the Cold War and the recent political changes in the former
Soviet Union have allowed an increased interest in the area of

Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (ER&WM). Specifically,
more emphasis has been placed on treatment of solid radioactive waste
that was accumulated over the years of the Cold War at various nuclear
sites in the DOE complex. SRS temporarily stores solid waste
contaminated with transuranic waste in steel drums, concrete culverts,
and steel boxes. This transuranic (TRU) waste will be transported to the
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in New Mexico for final disposal.

WIPP disposal vaults are approximately 655 m (2150') below ground in
a large, natural salt deposit. This geologically stable formation will
encapsulate TRU waste from several DOE sites. The WIPP Waste
Acceptance Criteria (WAC) outlines how each waste material must be
processes and packaged to be accepted at WIPP. SRS packaged its waste
long before WIPP completed their WAC. Thus, most of the waste at SRS
must be repackaged in order to conform with WIPP's guidelines.

SRS will process TRU waste in the HATF, proposed for start-up in the
year 2002. The HATF will utilize a large commercial robotic manipulator
to remotely open, size-reduce, segregate, and repackage solid TRU waste
items. SRS built a test facility solely to demonstrate remote processing
of simulated TRU waste in 1985. This test facility contains a large gantry
mounted robotic manipulator (Telerobot), a large shredder, a
three-degree-of-freedom worktable, a bagless transfer machine, and two
master-slave manipulators. The robot arm is capable of manipulating and
remotely operating several tools, one of which is a plasma arc cutter.
This plasma cutting tool will be utilized in performing the majority of the
size-reduction tasks.

Plasma arc cutting is a popular technique used for size-reduction of
radioactively contaminated metallic waste such as gloveboxes, vessels,
and ducts. It is a very aggressive process and is capable of cutting metal
objects up to 75 mm (3") thick. The crucial control criteria in plasma
cutting is maintaining a "standoff" distance between the plasma torch tip
and the material being cut. Manual plasma cutting techniques in
radioactive environments require the operator to wear a plastic suit
covered by a metallic suit. This is very cumbersome, time-consuming, and
also generates additional waste (plastic and metallic suits).
Teleoperated, remote cutting is preferable to manual cutting, but our



experience in the Telerobot test facility has shown that remote control of
the standoff distance is particularly difficult due to the brightness of the
plasma arc. In addition, shielding filters which must be placed between
the teleoperator and the plasma cutter further obscure the operator's
view. Finally, the heat generated by the torch causes the sheet metal to
deform and warp during plasma cutting, creating a dynamically changing
metal surface. The aforementioned factors make it extremely difficult, if
not impossible, to perform plasma cuts of waste with a variety of shapes
and sizes in a teleoperated fashion with an operator in the loop.
Automating the process is clearly desirable.

TELEROBOT DESCRIPTION

The TRU Waste Test Facility is equipped with an eight degree of freedom
(DOF) manipulator arm called the Telerobot. The Telerobot was
manufactured by Cimcorp, Inc. (now called Par Systems, Inc.) and consists
of a three DOF gantry robot and a five DOF jointed robot arm (Figure 1). Six
axes are required to locate a point in space defined in terms of three
Cartesian coordinates (position vector) and three orientation angles
(orientation vector). Thus, the eight axes arrangement was selected to
supply two redundant axes, allowing the robot to perform tasks with
joints constrained (i. e., operating through a vertical opening that would
constrain the gantry axes). The Telerobot resides in a remote process area
and operates inside a 6.1 m x 24.4 m x 6.1 m (20'x 80'x 20') work
envelope giving it access to a tool rack, worktable, and other process
equipment. An Applied Robotics, Inc., tool change system mounted onto the
manipulator wrist allows various tools residing on a tool rack to be
remotely exchanged. These tools include a parallel jaw gripper, a
reciprocating saw, a circular saw, and a plasma arc cutting torch.

A Cimcorp CIMROC IITM controller controls both robots as a single unit.
The controller resides in a control room which is separated from the
robot's process area by a glass partition. This standard industrial PD
controller consists of a trajectory CPU board which calculates the desired
robot trajectory and sends joint position set-points to eight independent
servo systems, one for each joint. Each servo system monitors the actual
joint positions and velocities, compares these to the desired values, and
actuates the joint motors in a proportional/derivative fashion. A
Real-time Path Modification (RPM) CPU board allows an external device to
alter the desired robot trajectory on-line. Thus, this external device
communicates with the controller through a serial port and can send
trajectory perturbations called "biases" to the RPM board.
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The robot has three basic operating modes: manual, semi-automatic, and

automatic. In manual mode, an operator sits at a mobile control console
and uses two joysticks to maneuver the Telerobot. In semi-automatic
mode, the operator uses joysticks to teach the robot a desired trajectory.
In automatic mode, the operator uses a remote terminal to store and
playback previously taught trajectories, such as a tool pickup or release.
The mobile console is also equipped to manually control the various tools
(e. g., turning on/off the plasma arc cutter), control various robot
functions (e. g., adjust the speed), and can indirectly monitor the robot's
activity using video cameras situated throughout the process area.

The arm axes can be controlled in joint, base, or tool-center-point (tool)
modes. The RPM board can also accept biases in any one of the three
modes. Bias resolution is 0.025 mm (1/1000") for linear joints and
1/1000° for revolute joints. In joint mode, each axis can be controlled or
biased independently. In base and tool modes, the eight jointed arm axes
move together in resolved Cartesian coordinates. Base motions are
referenced to the bridge, trolley, and hoist axes while tool-center-point
motions are referenced to X, Y, Z coordinates at the robot tool adapter. A
subset of the tool mode, the joint rotation option, rotates the arm axes
about the tool tip. For plasma arc cutting purposes, tool mode is used to
control the robot since the objective is to try and regulate a standoff
distance from the plasma torch tip to the surface of the material being
cut.

LASER SENSOR DESCRIPTION

The laser sensor used in our scheme is the Optocator Model 2204 made by
Selcom, Inc. The Optocator is a solid-state, opto-electronic, noncontact
measurement device that can provide high speed, accurate, and repeatable
measurements. Since measurements are being made with pulse repetitions
of 16,000 to 32,000 times/second, measurements can be made on a
rapidly moving manipulator and in high ambient light conditions. The
Optocator can sense all types of surfaces regardless of its texture,
temperature, density, or color. Furthermore, built-in digital filters and
light background discrimination circuitry make the sensor impervious to
the sparks, fumes, intense light and heat generated by the plasma torch.
This insensitivity to the harsh environmental conditions encountered in
plasma cutting operations is the primary reason why this sensor was
chosen over all the others.
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The ©ptocator uses the triangulation principle to acquire precise range [2
measurements. A typical optical triangulation measurement sensor is
illustrated in Figure 2 and consists of a light source, a high-resolution

j photodetector, and signal processing electronics for filtering and
amplification purposes. The light source in this case is a laser diode
which emits a focused infrared light beam onto the surface of the
measured object. A small portion of the scattered light is focused onto
the position sensitive photodetector. As the distance to the surface
changes, the position of the image on the photodetector also changes. The
signal processor then converts the photodetector signal into a measured
distance between the laser sensor and the measured object.

The Optocator's effective measurement range is 64 mm (2.519") from a
standoff of 170 mm (6.8") (See Figure 2). Readings beyond or below this
64 mm range are registered as invalid readings. The resolution for this
measurement range is about 8 um (0.0003") and the bandwidth of distance
readings is 2 kHz.

IMPLEMENTATION

A detailed arrangement of the robot system, plasma torch, and laser
sensor is shown in Figure 3. The robot itself is remotely located from the
control room. It resides in the process area which is separated by a glass
partition from the control room. The laser sensor is coupled to the plasma
arc torch by a bracket and the entire mechanism is remotely attached to
the robot arm by an automatic tool changer described previously (Figure
4). The laser is positioned to strike the surface of the material to be cut -
slightly in front of the plasma arc torch tip. This is necessary since
otherwise the laser beam would fall through the cut made by the torch and
the laser readings would be erroneous. The laser beam is scattered when
it strikes the surface of the material but some of the light reflects back
to a lens that focuses the light onto the laser unit's photodetector. The
tool reference frame is also shown in Figure 3 (XT ,YT , ZT ). It should be

noted that when cutting, the wrist is oriented such that the laser is
always in front of the torch and the cutting path is perpendicular to the
face of the laser. From Figure 3, it is evident that the direction of cutting
would be pointing out of the page. This axis is designated as LT .

As mentioned previously, experiments have shown that the plasma arc
current, which can be observed on an analog meter located at the plasma
arc controller, varies with the thickness of the material. Thus as the
material thickness increases the plasma arc current increases and the
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robot's speed must then be decreased to allow the arc to penetrate through
the thick material. A current sensor is used to sense the plasma arc
current and outputs a 0-5V signal proportional to this current. This signal
is fed into an A/D card on a VME card cage.

The laser signal is also fed back into a VME card supplied by Selcom. This
card is called the Optocator Interface Module (OIM). This card resides in
the VME card cage along with a Force 68030 CPU board and a A/D board.
The real-time kernel onboard the CPU board is VxWorks, a UNIX compatible
operating system. The CPU board has several serial ports on it to allow it
to communicate with other peripheral devices, such as the RPM board on
the robot controller. The VME system is connected to a SUN 4/260
workstation and to a Silicon Graphics Simulation Computer via an Ethernet
network. The Sun station is used for software code development and the
Silicon Graphics computer contains a model of the process room which
is used to provide the operator with a real-time simulation of the
Telerobot's position in the process area.

User generated C code is developed on the Sun station and is downloaded
to the CPU card across the network. This code reads the laser value and

converts it into a standoff value, which is the distance from the torch tip
to the material to be cut. It also reads the digital value of the plasma arc
current and converts it to an actual current value. The measured standoff

value is then used to calculate the bias in the ZT axis needed to maintain a

specified desired standoff. A proportional-only term is used due to the
fact that plasma arc cutting is a forgiving process, and deviating from the
desired standoff by a few centimeters would not adversely affect the
cutting process. The proportional control law used in our case is:

ZBias = kl (StandoffDesire d - StandoffMeasured )

where kl is a negative gain constant and the StandoffDesired value is

typically about 10 mm (3/8"). The plasma current value is used to perturb
the robot in a direction normal to the face of the laser. Th_ control law
used here is:

LBias = kBias + k2 (current(i) - current(i-I) )



where k2 is a negative gain constant, i is the present control cycle, and

kBias is a constant bias term. As is readily observed, LBias would

decrease if the plasma current increases from cycle to cycle, causing the
robot to slow down. Since the robot can not be perturbed along the LT

axis, this vector must be resolved along the XT and YT axes shown in

Figure 3. This is performed via coordinate transformation matrices. Thus
the resulting XT , YT, and ZT bias values are then transmitted to the RPM

board through the serial link. This complete servo control cycle including
calculations and biasing operations requires 47 milliseconds.

As a safety precaution, a JR3 universal force/torque sensor which is
mounted on the robot wrist, is used to sense any robot/object contact that
may occur as a result of a failure of the laser sensor. In such an event, the
control algorithm might command full biasing in the +ZT direction and

cause the torch tool assembly to crash into the material. The control
algorithm constantly reads the forces from the force sensor and stops the
robot if the force in the ZT direction exceeds a predefined threshold.

TESTS/RESULTS

Experiments using the above scheme have been conducted on materials of
varying shapes and thicknesses. Prior to performing a cut, the operator
must instruct the Telerobot to pick up the plasma torch/laser assembly.
This can be done graphically on the workcell model displayed by the
Silicon Graphics computer. Advanced software routines running on this
machine allow the operator to simply use a mouse to "point and click" on
the plasma arc tool which is contained in the computer model. The
Telerobot proceeds by picking up the plasma tool assembly. The operator
can then use the mouse to select a starting point and an ending point for
the desired cut. Once this is done, the control software code is invoked
and plasma cutting proceeds in a straight line between the two points
altered by the standoff control. The robot stops when it reaches the ending
point. Several plasma cuts that were performed on a 6.5 mm (1/4") thick
stainless steel box, with areas where the thickness changes to 75 mm
(3"), are shown in Figure 5. The cuts performed were clean, straight, and
slag-free, due to the automatic nature of the scheme. Furthermore, the box
was placed in a sloped position and the robot was able to track it with a
regulation of 0.65% of the desired standoff. Also, as can be observed from
Figure 5, the control algorithm is robust enough to cut over cross-cuts (
previous cuts). When the torch passes over a cross-cut, the laser values
become invalid since the laser beam falls through the cross-cut gap. In
that case, no biases in the ZT axis are sent to the RPM board.



Defining an ending point via the computer model assumes that the
material to be cut exists in the model. Modeling can be a time-consuming,
expensive and painstaking task. Furthermore, in future size-reduction
operations, waste materials will be brought in and there will not be ample
time for a programmer to model the waste. Thus, in our scheme, the
operator may choose to bypass the computer model altogether. In this
paradigm, the Telerobot would be instructed to pick up the plasma
tool while it's in automatic mode. Picking-up-tool routines would have
been taught to the robot a priori. The operator, using joysticks, may then
manually position the robot at a desired starting location. The control
algorithm would be invoked and plasma cutting proceeds until an "edge" is
detected or until the user-specified final distance has been reached. An
edge is simply the edge of the material being cut, and the software
algorithm halts the robot upon detecting an edge.

FUTURE WORK

In our initial implementation efforts, the cuts were limited to materials
of rectangular shapes. Although these materials did contain inclined and
abrupt surfaces, none contained any circular or other round shapes. In
future work, more challenging surfaces will be cut using our algorithm.
Although proportional control sufficed for the initial cuts, circular
surfaces may require us to implement a more advanced control law, such
as integral and derivative laws. The Telerobot has a built-in mode which
allows its end-effector to rotate about a centerpoint. It is likely that this
mode will be used to perform these circular cuts. Furthermore, during the
initial cuts, the plasma torch was turned on and off manually by the
operator. Future development will allow these on/off functions to be
activated under program control.

Also planned for the future is the replacement of the present Telerobot
PD controller with a more advanced controller. The new controller will
also be made by Par Systems, Inc. (formerly Cimcorp, Inc.) but will have an
IBM compatible AT bus. As a result, it will be programmed under C and
will be much more flexible.. High level features such as trajectory
planning is also available. We will also procure an AT-based interface
card for the laser sensor from Selcom and thus be able to invoke the

plasma control software algorithm from the controller itself. Thus
everything will be integral to the controller arid we will be able to do
away with the expensive VME equipment.
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Figure 5. Plasma Arc Test Cuts
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